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25 plus year spent pursing the ethos, ‘what the spirit

Our mission is to produce and continually develop quality 

products with highest possible standards. We will always 

strive to service our customer with the utmost integrity, and to 

their complete satisfaction. It is our goal to ensure our mission 

by continuous self improvement, growth in our operations 

and employees; while maintaining profitability to the benefit 

of our customers, employees, and community.

MISSION STATEMENT

VALUE STATEMENT

OUR STORY

DESIGN

We offer the widest selection of patterns and finishes available to match breadth of 

your imagination and make your design unique.

PERFORMANCE 

We use premium material with high-quality standards to keep your design pristine even 

in the most strenuous environment.

SERVICE 

We have a large footprint  with Asia’s largest manufacturing located at  Panchkula’s 

india & ditribution centers all across globe to ensure timely delivery.

COMMUNITY

Stylam is dedicated to giving back to the communities in which we reside by supporting 

local and national non - profit organizations wit both funding and product.

SUSTAIN ABILITY

We are committed to preserving our environment and enhancing the quality of life in 

the communities we serve. 
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Specification
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Model A and Model B
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The product leans it self to be used in horizontal application such as 

ceilings, desk tops, tables, counters and the like as well as vertical 

application across a board spectrum of interior uses, it’s high resistance 

to a wide range of disinfectants, cleaning chemicals and organic 

solvents such as acetones, toluene, xylene and similar substances 

makes it ideal for a wide varity of applications such as school science 

and laboratory work tops, hospital interior fit outs, toilet and shower 

partitions, wall panels, vanities, storage lockers and more.

The main know use of Multipurpose Compact Laminates lays in washroom system 

application. This stems from the fact that Compact Laminate is delf-supporting, strong 

extremely moisture resistant and durable. Standard panels are available in a thickness 

of 6 and 13mm with a black core that when machines presents a distinctive black edge.

Multipurpose use of Compact Laminates

Application



Table Top

Office Table Tops



Conferance Table Tops

Auditorium Table Tops

Residance



Hospitals Fit-out Coffee Table Tops

Laboratory Table Tops Leisure



Office Cubicle

Desk

Residance
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